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Google and YouTube Censorship
BY ETHAN LANGEMO

G

oogle is the most used search engine in the world, and unbeknownst to us, everything we see
on it goes through a filter which essentially deems whether content is “viewable” or not. Some
characteristics which might affect viewability include if it promotes violence, is discriminatory, or
attacks other people. Unfortunately, the company is vague in how it defines those terms, meaning Google
can censor whatever content it wants (without any transparency on the reasons) and forward its agenda.
Conservative media platforms have been the most vocal about Google censorship, as well as broader
censorship across the internet. Liberal platforms have also complained about censorship on Google, but
that is because their content often contains profanities and other subjects not suitable for children much
more than most conservative platforms. However, liberal politicians, such as Senator Elizabeth Warren,
have had ads taken down. In that case, though, she was able to contest the action and bring them back.
Dennis Prager, the founder of conservative platform PragerU, has discussed how a quarter of the videos
he publishes on Google’s video website, YouTube, are blocked from public viewing, despite not containing
any profanities or inappropriate content. YouTube is not open to explaining why the videos were blocked,
except for one. The video in question discusses the Ten Commandments, and the explanation given by
a Google rep at a senate hearing was that it “contained reference to murder.” This is a vague excuse, and
if it were truly the problem, any gaming channel would have several videos blocked because many games
reference or visualize murder scenarios.
In general, Google and other platforms do not bother to explain why a video, article, website, or ad has
been taken down or censored. This makes it difficult to fight against blocked material, and because these
tech giants make multitudes of times more money than most businesses and individuals, taking it to court is
a lost cause. Many YouTube channels are receiving increasingly fewer views on their videos and having more
videos demonetized, meaning their channels are slow-growing, and they are not making as much money as
they should be.
YouTube’s standards for content are similar to its parent company’s, and many of these videos do not
violate any of the terms. Again, YouTube is consistently vague about how they review reported material
and do little to explain why a video was taken down or to help restore lost content. Ironically, the platform is
making it more difficult for its own users to flourish, which is frustrating to the content creators who make
the site successful.
The First Amendment protects us from the government when it comes to free speech, but Google
is not a part of the government. The best that could be done is to fight for laws that force tech giant
platforms to total transparency in censorship, but there would be heavy lobbying against it. Right now, it
is most important for us not to let our minds be influenced by these malevolent companies that want to
manipulate us into thinking one way or another by censoring ideas that might educate us.
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Supreme Court
Term Limits
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B

ack when we were children learning about
the American government, many of us
might remember discussing the three
branches of government: the Legislative branch,
the Executive branch, and the Judicial branch. I
was always confused as to why members of the
Legislative and Executive branches had term
limits, but not members of the Judicial branch. It
made sense that, like senators, house representatives and the President, Supreme Court justices
should also have a time limit in which they serve.
The problem with this is that a term limit for
these people was not outlined in the U.S. Constitution. Since the document’s publication, justices
have served for life or through retirement.
Perhaps one of the reasons the founding fathers did not give justices a term limit was because
the average lifespan for a white American man
was around 38 years. Back then, life terms made
sense because it would be good to have individuals
who keep the law consistent as Presidents, senators, and reps change out every 5-10 years. But
thanks to modern medicine, people live into their
70s, 80s, and 90s, if lucky. That is twice as long
as the average life expectancy from 1776. Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsberg, for example, has been serving nearly three decades since her appointment by
President Bill Clinton in 1993. Recently, she has
had several health issues that have interfered with
her judicial duties. In a situation like this, retirement from her position should be forced. This
should go for any justice who encounters a health
issue that consistently interferes with his or her
job. In addition, the absolute retirement age would
be beneficial to keep individuals who suffer from
the effects of senility and other side effects of age.
One of the widely accepted suggestions for
term length is 18 years. It still grants the justice a
long time to serve, but it would allow a President
to select a new justice every two years. However,
a concern of electing a new justice every other
year is that the laws and values will constantly be
changing, something nobody on either side of the
aisle wants. Laws and cases will be voted out, and
then voted back in two years later. It would be
inefficient and a waste of time. A term length of
16 years might be more balanced, with one justice
being replaced every term.
Term limits are a subject with support from
most Republicans and Democrats, which does not
seem like it happens too often; this is a breath of
fresh air nonetheless. A term limit and hard retirement age would ensure that the Supreme Court allows for change, but over a gradual period to keep
up with the nature of its people and government.
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